New Product Information

Harmonic Enhancer

ES105A SuonoTM

Let me introduce Murata’s new product, Harmonic Enhancer “ES105A SuonoTM”. This is the refined
model of the previous ES105. We have focused on the improvement of the fast transient, the
characteristic of the semi-spherical piezo ceramics diaphragm, thinking through the reaction movement
for input and output signals.

Making the best tuning into the products inside, the ceramics diaphragm

mainly, could have realized reproducing the music very sensitive in detailed with rich, retrieved original
music source, which has been hidden behind the conventional speaker systems. You could have the
image of players’ figure, feel the atmosphere in the concert hall as if you were there.
“ES105A SuonoTM” is not just categorized a conventional super tweeter systems for just reproduction
high frequency level. This product is the “Harmonic Enhancer,” which could retrieve the original source
of music from bass to high frq. level, connected with your main speaker systems, makes you enjoy the
natural and the real sound. The new name “SounoTM” means “Sound” in Italian. Pursuing the natural
“Sound,” which a music has originally in itself, leaded the refined new model “ES105A SuonoTM.” Not
only for two channel audio, but also for home theater systems, 5.1 multi channel system, would be
available. It will give the vivid and alive sense on any kind of the reproduced music.
Main features
・

Excellent transient piezo ceramics will improve the reproduced sound with no delay for input signals.

・

The piezoelectric ceramics is very hard material. The diaphragm gives very sensitive and richer
sound.

・

Wide dispersion with breathing mode of semi-spherical piezo ceramics itself.

・

Very easy to connect with the speaker systems.

Specifications
SPL : 90dB/W/m (15kHz-100kHz)
Impedance:

8ohms

Long term maximum power : 50W
Dimensions: 90W × 65H ×118Dmm
(3.5W〝×2.6H〝×4.6D〝)
Weight: 1.1kg (2.4lbs)
Specifications may be modified without prior notice.

